The Dutch Slough Tidal Marsh Restoration Project is more than a restoration of tidal marsh wetlands. It is more than a success story of perseverance by people who believed it could be a good project to enhance the Delta’s wildlife habitat, especially for juvenile fish. And it is more than a story about how nearly 1,200 acres of land slated for mixed-use development (including some 6,000 residences that would have required major flood protection structures) is instead welcoming flood waters as a tidal marsh restoration that will buffer existing developed communities such as the city of Oakley from the possible future effects of sea level rise. It is a story of how a group of people from different backgrounds saw the project as an opportunity to create a broad spectrum of benefits.
The champions in this story showed us that urbanization in the Delta can be re-thought and improved over time, even where land may have already been zoned for development. The Dutch Slough site was zoned for development in 1989 in the Contra Costa County General Plan, when development of all the agricultural lands seemed inevitable. Yet when Oakley incorporated in 1999, environmental advocate John Cain saw the restoration potential in the Dutch Slough site and began suggesting to the landowners and local leaders that the “highest and best use” might actually be tidal marsh restoration and associated alleviation of flood risk.

Piecing together the project required tireless work and could have failed at many junctures. Diane Burgis, a former non-profit advocate for Marsh Creek (later Mayor of Oakley and now Contra Costa Supervisor and Commission member) embraced and advocated for restoration rather than the mixed-use housing project that had been proposed. It took vision by players at key moments, such as planner Mary Small at the State Coastal Conservancy who was convinced of the project’s merits and helped pursue funding for initial studies. It also took perseverance by the Department of Water Resources, especially project manager Patty Finfrock (pictured left at the site). Together with planners and technical specialists across many different fields, Patty made her way through the maze of permitting, environmental documentation, public and stakeholder input, design and re-design, and re-engineering to arrive at the final project highlighted at an official ground-breaking in October 2018.

The project will give Contra Costa County residents and visitors a new, continuous stretch of nature-oriented Delta shoreline and a connection via trails and shore to amenities like Big Break Regional Shoreline and Marsh Creek State Park. The reach from Oakley to the Nejedly Bridge is evolving into an open, natural waterfront, complementing amenities to the west such as Antioch Dunes National Wildlife Refuge and Down Wetlands Preserve in Antioch and Pittsburg.

It took patience and perseverance, but thanks to the people dedicated to the project the results from flood risk reduction and park improvements will provide benefits now and for generations to come.
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Former MOFD director Steve Anderson has not lost his passion

By Nick Marnell

Always one to willingly speak his mind, Steve Anderson - the district director ousted from the board in the general election - slammed the Moraga-Orinda Fire District board as dysfunctional, may or may not have helped rig its 2019 election of officers and under certain circumstances would again run for a board seat. Anderson spent six years at the district helm, and though disappointed in the outcome, he understands what he could have done better in the election. "You've got to spend money and you need a campaign organization," he said of two strategies he eschewed.

His change of heart during the recent labor contract negotiations, which resulted in a 13 percent wage increase for the rank and file over three years, Anderson feels hurt him politically. "The pay raise went over what I would have given. I was prepared to vote no. But we would have gone into litigation over an unfair labor practice. It would have taken a year and we would have wasted a lot of money. Voting yes was the right thing to do for the future of the district."

Having learned how to organize a more effective campaign, would Anderson run in 2022? "If Danziger chose to run again, I would not. If he doesn't, I would consider it," he said, speaking of Division 3 Director Steven Danziger, to whom he lost. Anderson thinks highly of the newly elected board members, and he spent time mentoring them before they took office. Anderson neither confirmed nor denied that he explained to the three new directors how to disrupt the MOFD election process and secure the board presidency for newcomer Danziger. "I did mention to them how the order of succession works. But that in order to become an officer, you only need to be a director and get a majority of the votes. That's it. Did a light go off for them? I have no idea," said Anderson, barely hiding a smirk.

Anderson's frustration with the five-member board that he termed dysfunctional may have played a part in his mentoring of the new directors. "Two of the board members see MOFD as a commodity. It's not a commodity. It's a service organization that protects lives and property. Two directors do not understand that," he said. "Hopefully the board will not remain that way."

He ranks his top accomplishment as being part of a board that put MOFD on the path to fiscal sustainability. The hiring of Gloriann Sasser as administrative services director, improving the financial reporting and developing a long-range financial plan he calls the highlights of his tenure.

To that list Anderson adds the hiring of Fire Chief Dave Winnacker, beginning his second year with the district. "We gave him three years to bring MOFD into the 21st century. And he will do it. I have a lot of confidence in him. He didn't come on board to be a babysitter. He understands a mission and what it takes to get it done," Anderson said of the Marine Corps veteran.

Anderson names fire prevention as an example. "The chief has more done in one year than in the five years prior. But fire prevention will always be a problem. Can more be done? Absolutely. Can we reduce the risk to zero? No. I think it's good that they're looking at it, but there are no easy answers."

As for the talk about Fire Station 41 and district headquarters renovation: "Yes, expand the staff work area and add a large conference room, but maintain the fire station. It is more than adequate, and is not in such a sad case of disrepair. Maybe move the training area to the pear orchard," said Anderson, speaking of the vacant lot abutting Joaquin Moraga Intermediate School.

Depending on the agenda, the former director plans to attend future board meetings. "If it's something I'm interested in I definitely will. If tax equity comes up, I'll present an analysis that will destroy the argument," Anderson said, though he did not tip his hand. The 2019 MOFD board meetings should be exciting enough, but if the Moraga-Orinda tax equity topic arises, that meeting figures to be a performance not to be missed. "In my six years I learned a tremendous amount," Anderson said. "It enabled me to learn what the fire service really is, and it was a privilege to lead the outstanding men and women. To them, I owe a thank you."

Reach the reporter at: nick@lamorindaweekly.com
California Water Board Outlines $606M Bill Assistance Program  

January 8, 2019 / in Water News, Water Policy & Politics / by Brett Walton

The state looks for ways to help poor households with the increasing cost of drinking water.

California officials are developing the nation’s first state program to assist poor families who have trouble paying their water bill. Photo © Matt Black

By Brett Walton, Circle of Blue

To subsidize drinking water bills for poor households, California regulators recommend new taxes on bottled water and incomes above $1 million a year, according to a draft proposal released by the State Water Resources Control Board.

If the $606 million proposal, or an alternate version, is accepted by the Legislature, California would be the first state in the country to run a water bill assistance program. With the affordability of water and sewer service a hot topic nationally and utility aid programs either underfunded, non-existent, or handicuffed by state laws, other states will be watching the outcome.

“It’s quite complex,” Max Gomberg, a water board staff member involved in drafting the proposal, told Circle of Blue.

The proposal for new revenue to address drinking water access follows a failed attempt in the Legislature last year to fund water infrastructure upgrades in poor communities by increasing fertilizer taxes and imposing a $0.95 per month fee on residential water bills. Utilities objected to the fee.

Across the country, the cost of drinking water is rising faster than inflation as utilities replace worn-out distribution pipes, invest in new sources of supply, and respond to stricter state and federal water treatment requirements. That trend is expected to continue for the foreseeable future, utility analysts say.

California’s proposal, prompted by legislation passed in 2015 but also informed by its landmark human-right-to-water law from 2012, aims to bridge the gap between utility resources and
customer needs. A U.S. Environmental Protection Agency survey of 795 utilities nationwide found that more than seven out of 10 did not have a bill assistance program for poor customers. California, meanwhile, has the nation’s highest poverty rate when taking into account housing, food, and other costs of living.

Few of the trade groups that represent the state’s water utilities wanted to discuss the board’s proposal before they had a chance to review it in depth. Both the Association of California Water Agencies and the California Urban Water Agencies are still assessing the document, they told Circle of Blue.

Those organizations represent public water agencies. The California Water Association speaks for the state’s regulated water companies, which serve about 6 million people in the state.

Jack Hawks, the association’s executive director, told Circle of Blue that his group will be interested in how existing assistance programs will be handled. About a decade ago, state regulators required the largest water companies, those with more than 10,000 customer accounts, to establish assistance programs, which are funded by ratepayer dollars.

Laura Feinstein, a researcher at the Pacific Institute who tracks state drinking water policy, said the proposal is an important step for California, but it needs to be enacted in tandem with other reforms, such as funding for small systems with frequent water quality violations. Many families served by these systems turn to bottled water instead, which is far more expensive per unit than tap water.

“If a serious proposal gets off the ground to reform and support the underperforming small systems, then bottled water become a luxury for everyone, rather than a necessity for some,” Feinstein wrote in an email.

Delving into the Details

California lawmakers have to answer four main questions when designing the aid program: Who is eligible? How large will the benefits be? How will benefits be distributed? How will the program be funded?

The water board’s draft proposal answers each.

On the first question, households whose income is less than 200 percent of the federal poverty level are eligible. The water board estimates that 5.8 million households — a third of the state’s 40 million people — are below that threshold.

Fewer than half of Californians get water from a utility that offers a bill subsidy for poor residents or another program to lower the cost of water. The programs that do exist are often limited by available funding and constrained by state statutes that prohibit public utilities from using ratepayer funds to reduce customer bills. Only one in five low-income households in the state are part of a utility aid program, the water board estimates.
For a small utility in a poor region, running an aid program could be financially untenable: nearly all of its customers might qualify for assistance. For instance, if the eligibility threshold was set at 200 percent of the federal poverty level, five out of six households in Mendota, a San Joaquin Valley farm town of 11,000 people, would qualify for aid. Few, if any, utilities could afford to subsidize that many of their own customers.

Unlike for energy bills, there is no federal water bill assistance program. Recent attempts to pass legislation in Congress have failed.

“Really the hard part is finding the political will to fund a program like this when we fund programs for everything else,” Gomberg said, referring to state and federal welfare for food, energy, and healthcare.

The second question is the size of the benefits, which determines the cost of the program. The water board’s proposal divides the benefit into three tiers.

The first tier, corresponding to bills below $90 per month, is a 20 percent discount. The second tier, for bills between $90 and $120 per month, is a 35 percent discount. Tier 3 — bills above $120 per month — is a 50 percent discount. The discount is specific to each utility and is derived from the monthly cost of 12 CCFs of water, roughly 9,000 gallons.

How does the calculation work? Customers of a utility where 12 CCFs cost $60 per month would have bills reduced by $12 per month, regardless of consumption. That means a household using 8 CCFs gets the same $12 discount as one using 13 CCFs.

Customers of a utility where 12 CCFs cost $100 per month would have bills reduced by $35 per month.

More than 93 percent of eligible households would fall into Tier 1, the water board reckons.

The board chose 12 CCFs as the benchmark because it allowed for sufficient indoor use, a little bit of outdoor use, and it accounted for larger-than-average households. There was also already self-reported utility data on customer costs at that level.

Distribution of benefits is complicated by the fact that three-quarters of eligible households do not directly receive a water bill. Many of these households are served by a single meter, as in an apartment complex, or the landlord receives the water bill.

The proposal lists the pros and cons of a half dozen different distribution methods, from a credit applied to electric or gas bills to a tax credit or a debit card similar to food stamp payments. Each option comes with different data needs, administrative costs, and coordination with other state agencies.

“We want to minimize customer confusion,” Hawks said.
The final, and perhaps most visible, question is funding. The water board suggests two sources to cover the estimated $619 million cost: a bottled water sales tax ($153 million) and a quarter-percent tax increase on income above $1 million ($466 million).

There are obstacles to funding: allowing state sales tax to apply to bottled water requires a ballot referendum, while raising taxes requires a two-thirds vote in the Legislature.

The board is taking public comments on the draft that will be incorporated into the final report to the Legislature later this year.

Comments are due February 1. Submit them, in pdf format, to commentletters@waterboards.ca.gov with the subject line, Comment Letter — Options for Implementation of a Statewide Low-Income Water Rate Assistance Program.
Los Medanos health care district granted stay, temporarily halting dissolution

LAFCO votes to dissolve LMCHD, but it won’t take effect until district gets its day in court.

By Judith Prieve | jprieve@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay Area News Group
PUBLISHED: January 9, 2019 at 8:57 pm | UPDATED: January 10, 2019 at 4:28 am

A Contra Costa Superior Court judge on Wednesday granted Los Medanos Community Health Care District a temporary stay, halting its potential dissolution by the commission that oversees such agencies.

The health-care district filed a lawsuit for a preliminary injunction to prevent the Local Agency Formation Commission from making a decision on its dissolution at its regular meeting later that same day.
While giving the long-embattled district a temporary reprieve, Judge Steven Austin also allowed the commission to move forward with a dissolution vote as long as it was not recorded before the next court hearing on Feb. 7.

“We do, in fact, want to reconcile with the county,” LMCHD board member Patt Young told the commission.

“We are very much aware of how we got to this point and we are also very much aware of what we need to do to re-establish credibility,” she added. “And we are very much aware of what the needs are of the people who voted for us to serve them.”

Los Medanos Community Hospital closed in 1994, but the district that ran it has continued to operate since then, overseeing a variety of health-related grants for local programs. Over the years, though, the district, which serves the Pittsburg/Bay Point, and parts of Antioch, Concord, Clayton and Clyde, has been plagued by high administrative costs, fiscal mismanagement and more.

Elizabeth Caciano, of the Hensley Law group, special counsel for the district, urged the commission to hold off on its vote, saying several issues need to be resolved first regarding the signatures it collected to stop the dissolution.

The primary question raised is the number of verified protest signatures required to halt the commission’s earlier order to dissolve the district. The required number is 25 percent of district’s registered voters, but that number fluctuates depending on the date chosen, which in this case was Nov. 30, the date of the protest hearing.

“In our view, the commission chose the amount (the number of votes needed),” Calciano said, noting that on several occasions LAFCO staff told the district staff that 10,500 votes were needed, but later in January, after the votes were counted, changed the number to 11,013.

“If you look at these facts, that you will hopefully re-examine that and be consistent with the statements that your staff made (earlier) rather than take the staff recommendation now of making it 11,000 votes,” she said.

But Kara Ueda of BB&K, LAFCO’s general counsel, noted the number of registered voters fluctuates on a daily basis as some people move and others register to vote.

Election officials in early January determined the health-care district presented 10,594 valid signatures, though it collected 16,635. That was 419 votes short to halt the dissolution.

No matter the exact numbers, Dr. J. Vern Cromartie, president of the LMCHD board, asked the commission to consider that thousands of people signed the petition for LMCHD to remain an independent special district.

“We value the services provided by county and we want to continue having that collaborative relationship,” he said.
The County Board of Supervisors first asked LAFCO to dissolve the district and transfer all of the district’s assets and debts to the county this fall, a proposal the commission approved on Sept. 12.

But on Nov. 14, LMCHD requested the commission reconsider the dissolution. Although it was denied, the number of public protests triggered a protest hearing, during which the district presented the signatures it had collected over a five-week period in an effort to force a public vote on its future.

The embattled district has survived several attempts at dissolution. In 2000, a residents’ petition called for the district’s dissolution, saying it wasted taxpayers’ money, but LAFCO rejected it.

Despite its past financial problems, the district still owns the former hospital building on Leland and Loveridge roads, though the county has leased it and operated a health clinic there since 1998.

Earlier this year, a Contra Costa Grand Jury recommended that the beleaguered healthcare district be dissolved, noting it spends more on administrative costs than it allocates in grants, and no longer runs a hospital. The April 19 report also detailed what the jury called fiscal mismanagement, duplication of services and a lack of transparency.

The report was the fourth one critical of the district’s operations.
Tackling what promises to be a controversial issue, Gov. Gavin Newsom proposed a tax on drinking water Thursday to help disadvantaged communities clean up contaminated water systems.

Newsom’s plan for a “safe and affordable drinking water fund,” included in the new governor’s first budget proposal, attempts to revive an idea that died in the Legislature last year.

A McClatchy investigation last year showed that at least 360,000 Californians rely on water that does not meet state standards for toxins. McClatchy also found that 6 million Californians have water providers that have violated state standards at some point since 2012.

“That is a disgrace,” Newsom told reporters at a budget press conference, citing a figure of 1 million people without access to safe drinking water.

Newsom said he also wants to earmark $25 million for safe drinking water, to jump-start the effort. His proposal was immediately hailed by safe drinking water advocates.

“These are our fellow Californians, and it’s past time to get this crisis resolved,” said Jonathan Nelson, policy director at a nonprofit advocacy group, the Community Water Center.

But Jon Coupal of the Howard Jarvis Taxpayer Association said he thinks improvements for water systems shouldn’t be addressed with a new tax when the state is sitting on a $14.8 billion budget surplus.

Coupal called Newsom’s proposal an example “of California’s knee-jerk reaction to default to a new tax whenever there’s a new problem.”

Details of Newsom’s plan weren’t immediately available, and state Sen. Bill Monning, D-Carmel, who spearheaded the tax proposal last year, said it could take several weeks to figure out the specifics.
Last year’s proposal would have taxed residential customers 95 cents a month, to raise about $110 million a year. Most of the Californians with unsafe drinking water resources live in the Southern San Joaquin Valley and the Mojave Desert, McClatchy found.

Dairy producers and feedlot operators would have contributed about $30 million in fees, for a total annual fund of $140 million. The dairy industry largely supported the bill, which provided some relief from disciplinary action as long as dairies followed “best practices” to limit toxins such as nitrate from cattle manure from leaching into drinking water.

“We’re excited,” said Anja Raudabaugh, CEO of Western United Dairymen. “We appreciate Gov. Newsom’s commitment to providing long-term solutions to drinking water in our communities, and we’re looking forward to providing a solution that includes certainty for our dairy producers.”

The Legislature scrapped the idea after protests from some segments of the agricultural community and the Association of California Water Agencies, which represents more than 400 water districts. It became clear that the proposal would have trouble; it was proving increasingly difficult to secure the two-thirds super-majority needed to impose a new tax. Former Gov. Jerry Brown tried to resurrect the program last fall as a voluntary tax, but that died in the Legislature as well.

Cindy Tuck, a deputy executive director at the water agency association, said her group still has major concerns about the proposal.

“We think the problem can be solved without a tax,” she said.

Democrats’ success in the November elections means the tax could have a better chance of passing this year. Democrats now hold super-majorities in both houses of the Legislature, unlike last year.

But it’s no sure thing the proposed tax will make it through the Legislature even with Democrats firmly in charge. In November, California voters rejected the $8.9 billion Proposition 3 water bond that promised $500 million to clean up drinking water.

And within hours of Newsom’s announcement, some Democrats were expressing anxiety about a new tax.

Assemblyman Phil Ting, a San Francisco Democrat, said it would be a “very tough lift” in the Legislature to tax all Californians, most of whom have clean drinking water, to pay to fix pollution in a “very specific area.”

“It really comes down to how much time he and his staff are going to put toward it,” Ting said. “One of Gov. Brown’s strengths was really having a very narrow list of things to work on and get done, and because of that, he was able to get them done.”
Legal & Regulatory Issues

California hospital district's dissolution temporarily halted

Written by Morgan Haefner | January 11, 2019

The Los Medanos Community Healthcare District in Pittsburg, Calif., received a judicial reprieve to make a case for continuing operations, according to the *East Bay Times*.

Three things to know:

1. Contra Costa County Superior Court Judge Steven Austin issued a temporary stay for the hospital district Jan. 9, hours before a crucial vote could have dissolved it. The stay prevented the Local Agency Formation Commission from dismantling the district before a Feb. 7 protest hearing.

2. While the Los Medanos Community Hospital closed in 1994, the district has continued operations by managing grants for local health-related programs. Critics of the hospital district said the county could perform those tasks and have accused the district of fiscal mismanagement. However, the district urged LAFCO to refrain from voting on the proposed dissolution until several issues are resolved.

3. A commission approved a proposal to dissolve the district and transfer its assets and debts to the county Sept. 12, 2018. Other Bay Area healthcare districts have faced similar questions concerning whether they should remain in operation. California has 78 healthcare districts, which build and operate hospitals and other healthcare services through local taxpayer funding, according to the *East Bay Times*. 
Summer had not yet arrived, but already the hillside on the edge of Los Padres National Forest was the color of toast.

Even a brilliantly sunny day couldn’t dress up the dull palette of invasive grasses that had transformed the slope into a dried-up weed patch.

Only a sprinkling of young shrubs provided a hint of what the spot looked like before it had burned — again and again and again.

In the last 22 years, three wildfires have swept across the area, all but erasing the cover of gray-green sage scrub documented in 1930s aerial photographs.

Southern California’s native shrublands are famously tough. Conservationist John Muir celebrated them as Mother Nature at her “most ruggedly, thornily savage.”

They evolved along with long, hot summers, at least six rainless months a year and intense wildfires.

But not this much fire, this often.

The combination of too-frequent wildfires and drought amplified by climate change poses a growing threat to wildlands that deliver drinking water to millions, provide refuge from Southland sprawl and — 142 years after Muir penned his mash note — are still home to mountain lions, bears and big-eared woodrats.

The footprint of the 2003 Piru fire can be seen atop a ridge in the Lake Piru Recreation Area. After the wildfire, invasive grasses (brown) replaced native shrub growth (green). Al Seib / Los Angeles Times
Burn maps show the astonishing extent of the wildfires that have seared the southern portion of
the Los Padres forest and adjacent lands.

The border of the 2007 Zaca fire bleeds into the even bigger 2017 Thomas fire, which in turn runs into the footprint of the 2006 Day fire. Together they incinerated an area roughly twice the combined size of Los Angeles and San Francisco.

Dozens of other wildfires have raced across the forest’s crumpled terrain in recent decades, including the 1997 Hopper, 2003 Piru and 2007 Ranch fires that blackened the grassy hill near Lake Piru.

“There are not that many places where there’s really old habitat left, that hasn’t seen a fire in the 30 years I’ve been here,” said Los Padres forest biologist Kevin Cooper, who retired last month.

Since 1950, hundreds of wildfires have burned in and around the southern portion of Los Padres National Forest. Sources: Cal Fire, Nextzen and OpenStreetMap

Wipe the steep mountainsides clean with flames and there is nothing to hold on to rainfall and let it seep into the ground, recharging aquifers.

There is nothing to prevent soil from washing away and silting up reservoirs and fish streams.

There is nothing to stop rivers of mud and rocks from crashing into foothill communities.

The Thomas fire was barely contained when monster debris flows roared down denuded slopes last January, killing at least 21 people and destroying more than 100 homes in the Montecito area.

Across Southern California, oft-scorched shrublands have given way to monotonous expanses of quick-to-dry invasive grasses that are of little ecological value, don’t anchor the soil as well as deep-rooted chaparral plants and ignite easily, fueling more and more fires.

Frequent fire is driving chaparral loss in the Santa Monica Mountains, which burned yet again in November. Roughly a quarter of the 97,000-acre Woolsey fire was a reburn of land charred in wildland blazes over the last two decades.

Once gone, the chaparral and sage scrub that drape the wildest parts of Southern California are proving ominously difficult to restore.

“For so long, people thought of chaparral landscapes as being so resilient that papers came out in the ’70s on ‘How do you get rid of this stuff — it keeps growing back,’” said Nicole Molinari, the U.S. Forest Service ecologist for Southern California.

“And here we are finding ourselves at a time when we’re actually concerned about its ability to persist and trying to restore it and having challenges in doing so. That to me is a little frightening.”

When scrubland turns to grass
Southern California’s native chaparral and sage scrub aren’t so much adapted to wildfire as they are to a certain pattern of fire — periodically burning in hot, intense blazes that consume all the vegetation.

Rebirth begins almost immediately. Certain species, such as toyon and scrub oak, resprout from underground root systems or burls. Within months of the Thomas fire, bouquets of bright green shoots studded the bare, ashen mountainsides lining Highway 33.

Other shrubs, such as ceanothus, regenerate when heat from the flames or chemicals from charred wood stimulate the germination of their dormant seeds.

But the spread of two things — people and non-native grasses — are helping disrupt that pattern by putting too much fire on the landscape too often.

Lightning accounts for less than a quarter of the fire starts in Southern California’s four national forests. Most ignitions are human-related.

Ranch hands repairing a pipe started the Zaca. A transient burning trash ignited the Day. Laborers doing construction work on a boat launch sparked the Piru.

Officials have not declared a cause of the Thomas blaze, which burned into the Los Padres forest from adjoining land. But Southern California Edison has said its electrical equipment probably helped start the fire, thought to have had at least two ignition points.

The prevalence of human ignitions means wildfires are more likely to erupt when sundowner and Santa Ana winds can whip them into a fury, as happened with the Woolsey and the Thomas, the state’s second-largest wildland fire on record.

Frequent big fires mean that shrublands that would naturally burn at intervals of 30 to 60 years — or even a century or more — are sometimes torched at intervals of a decade or less.

When that happens, resprouting species don’t have sufficient time to regrow. Non-sprouting shrubs can’t reach maturity and shower the ground with a new seed bank.

Invaders can then take over in a process ecologists call type conversion.

Slopes that wore a thick green jacket of wildlife-supporting shrubs turn brown under a blanket of exotic annual grasses that are dry and dead most of the year.

Native wildflowers struggle to take root in the thick mats of non-natives. Erosion increases. Biodiversity declines. The fire cycle accelerates.

“The more grass you get, the more likely you are to have fire,” said Carla D’Antonio, a professor of ecology at UC Santa Barbara. “That’s a point that a lot of people don’t appreciate.”

She is overseeing restoration research as part of a multifaceted fire recovery program in the Los Padres forest.
Now in its third year, the work is painstaking and, so far, disheartening.

Students collected native shrub seeds by hand from local watersheds to maintain genetic purity. They cleaned the seeds in a campus botany lab. They soaked some in hot water to simulate the heat from a fire.

They experimented with different pre-planting methods at restoration sites near Lake Piru. Some patches were weeded, some were scraped bare. Others were left alone.

They planted more than 1,200 baby ceanothus, toyon, sage and other natives that were grown in a campus greenhouse using a special mix of potting soil and dirt from the sites.

They spread 40,000 seeds on the ground.

On a June afternoon in the field, UC researchers Stephanie Ma, Shane Dewees and Sameer Saroa hunted for survivors.

“This guy is kind of alive,” DeWees said, kneeling near a tiny ceanothus seedling. Ma, crawling on her hands and knees, spied another. “We have some survival here,” she reported.

But mostly they found shriveled twigs or bare dirt next to the planting flags, which doubled as little tombstones.
“Long hot days with a lot of death,” is the way Dewees described the team’s field checks. “So if you can get one little leaf, it’s not all despair.”

All told, nearly three-quarters of the infant shrubs died. The seeding was an almost total failure, producing a paltry five plants.

When the research team checked spots marked by small flags where they had planted native seedlings in 2017 and early 2018, they often found bare dirt or shriveled twigs.

D’Antonio suspects that rodents, accustomed to dining on an abundance of invasive grass seeds, gobbled up most of the native seeds before they could sprout.

The previous winter’s meager rainfall contributed to the seedling mortality, as did crowding by a medley of non-natives: mustard, red brome, wild oat and foxtail.

“Shrub seedlings just can’t hack competition from the grasses,” D’Antonio said.

The more grass you get, the more likely you are to have fire. That’s a point that a lot of people don’t appreciate.

Carla D’Antonio, UC Santa Barbara ecology professor

Southern Californians tend to dismiss their native flora as a bunch of brush — something to be whacked and cleared and feared.

When Dewees explains his project to private landowners in the Piru area, he said some of them ask “why we’re restoring to chaparral and not grass for grazing.”

Wildland firefighters detest chaparral for its ability to burn with untamable ferocity when driven by Santa Ana or sundowner winds. A 1960 Times story recounted efforts by the L.A. County Fire Department and the U.S. Forest Service to find “fire-resistant shrubs” to replace the natives.

“There is always the chance that scientists will find a slow-burning plant that will smother the chaparral,” a county fire official said hopefully.

The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection plans to clear 14,000 acres of shrublands a year as part of a statewide fuels treatment program.
“Every Cal Fire person I know … wants to cut it down wherever they possibly can,” D’Antonio said. “[But] every time they cut a new fuel break, they put another strip of grasses on the landscape.”

University of California wildfire specialist Max Moritz in front of a dead stand of bigcone Douglas firs that burned in the 2007 Zaca fire. Mel Melcon / Los Angeles Times

Fire, then drought

Max Moritz slowly made his way up a hill, through a jumble of shrubs and fallen branches, to a graveyard.

Surrounded by dead bigcone Douglas firs, he scanned the slope for seedlings, searching for a sign that this patch of a unique Southern California mountain tree would survive.

“You don’t see anything,” he observed. “It has a fairly depressing quality to it, given the mortality and no regeneration.”

More than 11 years after the Zaca cut a 240,000-acre swath across Santa Barbara’s jagged backcountry, the landscape still bears scars.

The reach of 75-foot-tall flames is etched in towering tree trunks. Oak skeletons pepper the edge of the Dick Smith Wilderness.

Hillsides once blanketed with pygmy forests of chaparral are mottled with bare ground and clumps of young chamise and ceanothus shrubs. The ghostly profiles of dead bigcones rise from ridgelines.

Armed with thick bark and the ability to resprout from branches, bigcone Douglas firs are one of the world’s most fire-resistant conifers — built to survive the high-intensity wildfires that periodically chew through the chaparral that typically surrounds them.

The trees can be massive; one bigcone in the San Gabriel Mountains is as tall as a 15-story building. They can live for several hundred years.
Researcher Ryan Salladay extracts a coring from a dead bigcone Douglas fir. The tree burned in the Zaca fire but survived, only to die some years later. Mel Melcon / Los Angeles Times

So what doomed this old stand of bigcones off the Deal Trail? Was it the shooting flames of the Zaca, the brutal five-year drought that followed, or the one-two punch of both? Will these slightly goofy-looking conifers endure in the only part of the world they naturally grow?

Moritz, a cooperative extension wildfire specialist at the Bren School of Environmental Science & Management at UC Santa Barbara, and research assistant Ryan Salladay were looking for the answers.

Salladay spent hundreds of hours poring over satellite imagery and aerial photographs, looking for the distinctive star-shaped spread of bigcone branches. He digitally mapped bigcone patches in the footprint of the Zaca burn and created a time series of pre- and post fire images to date tree mortality.
Out in the Los Padres, research teams staked out 34 bigcone plots, each a tenth of an acre. They recorded the aspect of the slope and measured water stress in living trees. They studied post-fire soil surveys to see how severely the area burned in the Zaca. They checked for bigcone seedlings.

At Plot 3, Salladay drilled into a bigcone corpse with a simple T-shaped instrument and extracted a pencil-thin 3-inch coring.

Back in his lab, he would mount the core on a board, gently sand it and examine it under a microscope. The width of the outer growth rings would tell the story of the tree’s final four decades.

The slender twigs still dangling from its bare branches provided a clue that the tree had managed to survive the Zaca and resprouted, only to die some years later.

“The drought-following-fire issue is a total reshuffling of what might come back or survive,” Moritz said.
Runoff from wildfires filled this pool in Rattlesnake Creek near Santa Barbara. The pool was once so deep that fisheries biologist Kristie Klose had to wear chest waders to check on rainbow trout, which disappeared after the blazes. Brian van der Brug / Los Angeles Times

A mounting toll

Kristie Klose, Los Padres’ fisheries biologist, hiked along a stream in Rattlesnake Canyon on the outskirts of Santa Barbara, stopping at a 2-foot-deep pool rimmed with boulders and mud.

Before the 2008 Tea fire and the 2009 Jesusita fire, the water was so deep that Klose wore chest waders when she checked the pool’s rainbow trout residents.

Now the water doesn’t even reach her knees. There are no fish to count.

The Tea and the Jesusita weren’t that big as recent Los Padres fires go. But they were cheek by jowl. The Jesusita burned the upper watershed and the Tea, the lower. Runoff from naked slopes dumped dirt and rocks into frontcountry creeks.

Hundreds of speckled native trout vanished. “They all got killed, buried and washed out to sea,” Klose said. “They’ve never recovered.”

These fires are so big — they take out so much contiguous country at once.

Kevin Cooper, Los Padres forest biologist

Many of the Los Padres’ most imperiled species live in or near water: Southern California steelhead, red-legged frogs, arroyo southwestern toads and western pond turtles. When most of their watersheds go up in flames, they have no place to go.

“We’ve had back-to-back and juxtaposed big fires,” said Cooper, the forest biologist. “That doesn’t leave many refugia for these species to hide out in and recover and then repopulate and move back into the burned areas.”

One of those spots is miles to the north of Santa Barbara, just outside the boundary of the San Rafael Wilderness.

“You look at this and think, ‘This is nothing,’ ” Klose said, standing next to a shallow, slow-moving stretch of Munch Creek vital to steelhead spawning. “But it can be crucial to the whole system.”
Endangered Southern California steelhead are the seagoing version of rainbow trout. Born in coastal streams, they migrate to the ocean as juveniles, mature there and then, salmon-like, return to natal streams to breed.

The 1993 Marre fire filled Munch Creek with fine sediment, driving out a small steelhead population. Five years later, rains cleaned out the silt. The steelhead returned, swimming some 35 winding miles from the Pacific Ocean.

Later, when runoff from the Zaca fire clogged a downstream creek, the fish hung out in Munch and Davy Brown creeks.

“It’s been tough. But they’re still in there,” Cooper said. “We want to maintain this habitat so they have a place they can survive in.”

To that end, the Forest Service is tearing out old concrete streambed crossings and replacing them with fish-friendly bridges to connect steelhead creeks.
But the money to do that — as well as pay for the Moritz and D’Antonio projects — comes from a one-time windfall of $20 million, which the forest collected in legal settlements with companies accused of negligently sparking the Zaca, Jesusita and Piru blazes.

As fire takes an ever bigger bite out of the Los Padres budget, there is less money for recreation, fish and wildlife management and trail maintenance. The permanent fire staff in the forest is now nearly four times the size of the non-fire staff.

### Bigger slice of the pie

Nearly 68% of Los Padres National Forest’s overall budget goes to firefighting staff and equipment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Budget</th>
<th>Fire Staff and Equipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$21.3 million</td>
<td>$11.6 million (54.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>$21.3 million</td>
<td>$11.6 million (54.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$21.3 million</td>
<td>$11.6 million (54.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$21.3 million</td>
<td>$11.6 million (54.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>$23.2 million</td>
<td>$15.7 million (67.6%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTE: By fiscal year, which runs from Oct. 1 to Sept. 30.

Source: Los Padres National Forest

Graphics reporting by Bettina Boxall

In fiscal year 2006, firefighter salaries, equipment and fire station maintenance ate up 54% of the forest’s budget. In fiscal year 2017, nearly 68% of a $23.2-million budget went to fire. That doesn’t even include the enormous cost of fighting the conflagrations, which is covered by national Forest Service funds.

On the drive back to the forest office in Goleta, Klose and Cooper stopped at a turnout on Highway 154 south of Lake Cachuma.

Cooper looked across the rippling expanses of the Los Padres. That area burned in the Zaca and again in the 2016 Rey fire, he said. Over there was the 2009 La Brea fire. There, the 2013 White fire.

A distant ridge resembled a balding head.

“This piece by Little Pine Mountain is pretty bare now because of two fires in a row and the drought,” he said. “These fires are so big — they take out so much contiguous country at once.”

Kensington police settle suit alleging shocking, rampant misconduct

By Nate Gartrell | ngartrell@bayareanewsgroup.com and Thomas Peele | tpeele@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay Area News Group
PUBLISHED: January 16, 2019 at 9:56 am | UPDATED: January 17, 2019 at 3:35 pm

OAKLAND — The small, affluent unincorporated town of Kensington has agreed to settle an explosive lawsuit against its tiny police force, filed by a couple who alleged abuse of power by several officers, including the interim chief.

Residents Fadi Saba and Chih Lin filed the suit last year, alleging that Saba was arrested under false pretenses as part of a string of retaliatory moves by the police force that started after they complained of racism and a spanking incident at a local camp. It contained shocking allegations, including that Kensington interim police Chief Ricky Hull pulled out his gun during a private meeting in an attempt to intimidate Saba.

Per the terms of the settlement, which is expected to be completed within a month, Kensington will pay $89,888 to the couple. There was also a factual finding of Saba’s innocence related to a January 2017 arrest, when police accused him of robbing a door-to-door salesman who went to the couple’s home.

Kensington and its police department have been the subject of several controversies, beginning when this news organization reported that then-Detective Sgt. Keith Barrow’s gun, badge and ammunition were stolen by a Reno prostitute after a sexual encounter in a hotel room in 2014. The scandal cost former Police Chief Greg Harmon his job after residents reacted in an uproar when it was revealed that Barrow had received a light punishment.

Questions about the police department’s leadership remain. In December, the Kensington Police Protection and Community Service District board extended the contract for Hull, appointed as interim chief in 2016, to June, but the town’s general manager said he still hasn’t decided who the permanent chief should be.

The lawsuit alleged, among other things, that police detained the door-to-door salesman and forced him to sign a statement saying Saba robbed him, then put out a “defamatory” press release identifying Saba as the robber.

The Contra Costa County District Attorney declined to charge Saba with a crime, writing that he was the one who called police and that his conduct was “reasonable protection of his property.” U.S. Magistrate Judge Laurel Beeler said at a Nov. 29 court hearing that the arrest is “now viewed as a wrongful arrest under the law.”

Per the settlement, Kensington police were not required to admit wrongdoing. The terms of the agreement were made public in a court hearing last November, but the settlement has not yet been signed.
Phillip Downs, an attorney for Kensington, said they did not oppose Saba’s move for a factual innocence finding out of an interest in resolving the case. He said his clients continue to deny the allegations.

“This is a case we believe we would prevail at in trial, but sometimes you have economic decisions that need to be made,” Downs said. “With that in mind, most cases do end up settling. This happened to be one of those that did.”

Attorneys for the Saba and Lin did not respond to requests for comment.

The February 2018 lawsuit alleged:

- In 2012, the couple’s 5-year-old son went to a local Kensington-run camp, where he was subjected to “racially inappropriate comments as well as one incident where a counselor picked him up, suspended him upside down and slapped him on his behind.” When Saba complained to the police, Hull first asked him to drop his complaint as a “personal favor,” then invited him alone into a room where he placed a gun on the table.
- During a birthday celebration for Kensington Officer Kevin Hui the following month, the suit alleges, Hull and Hui gave Saba brownies he later found out were laced with marijuana, and he had a bad reaction.
- Hui persuaded Saba not to report the Hull threat, and said he himself would investigate it. It also alleges Hull tried to get another resident to file a restraining order against Saba around the same time.
- In 2013, Saba got into an argument with his neighbor, who pushed him. Saba told responding officers he didn’t want to press charges, but Hull showed up and lied to Saba’s neighbor, saying Saba had placed the man under citizen’s arrest, and convinced the neighbor to file a restraining order, according to the lawsuit.
- Hull “intended to harm Saba in his profession.” Hull knew that Saba needed a security clearance for his work, and also knew that a restraining order listed in the CLETS database could impact a person’s security clearance, and possibly cost him his job.
- Kensington Officer Ramos convinced Saba to meet with him at a Thai restaurant, where Ramos warned him that, “Hull was out to get him, and had threatened to obtain a warrant to search his house and shoot him in the course of a search.”
- In January 2017, after Hull was appointed interim chief, a man was caught trespassing on the plaintiffs’ property. When they called police, the suit alleges the trespasser told police there were active arrest warrants.
- Police detained the man, forced him to sign a false statement saying he was a door-to-door salesman and Saba had robbed him, and then interviewed Saba at the police station, with his family in a different room. It alleges Officer Barrow threatened to arrest Saba for “interfering with a witness” if he spoke to his wife.Saba was booked into jail on a robbery charge, bailed out and the district attorney did not pursue charges.
San Ramon shifting to district city council elections

City schedules Jan. 29 meeting after being threatened with a lawsuit from Bay Area Voting Rights Initiative.

By Jon Kawamoto | jkawamoto@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay Area News Group
January 17, 2019 at 6:23 am

SAN RAMON — Faced with a threat of a lawsuit, San Ramon is planning to switch from citywide City Council elections to district ones.

The city will hold the first in a series of community meetings Jan. 29 to get residents’ feedback on the proposed change. Another four meetings are planned but have not been scheduled.

In district elections, voters vote for an at-large mayor, but will only select a city council candidate who lives in the district where they reside.

At the meeting, an overview of the district election process will be presented.

The change was prompted by a Nov. 5 letter sent on behalf of the Bay Area Voting Rights Initiative, which urged San Ramon to implement district elections or risk being sued. The letter said that “at-large voting dilutes minority electoral influence in the election of each of the legislative bodies in the San Ramon Valley, thus violating Elections Code Section 14047.”

According to Assistant City Manager Eric Figueroa, the City Council discussed the issue in December and most recently Jan. 8. He said the council decided that “the most prudent path was going toward district elections” in light of the unlikelihood of prevailing with litigation, which could potentially cost the city millions of dollar in legal fees.

Figueroa said the city is now working with the Bay Area Voting Rights Initiative on the transition. He said a resolution affirming the transition will be considered by the council at its Feb. 12 meeting.

“The City Council wants to ensure that every resident has the opportunity to participate in the transition to district elections and provide input on how the district maps are drawn,” Mayor Bill Clarkson said in a statement.

In addition to San Ramon, the letter threatening the legal action was sent to the Danville Town Council, San Ramon Valley Unified School District, San Ramon Valley Fire District and Dublin San Ramon Services District.
In recent months, a number of Bay Area cities, including Sunnyvale, Fremont, Menlo Park and Martinez, have switched to district elections. Most cities have voluntarily adopted district elections to avoid costly legal battles.

The 6 p.m. Jan. 29 informational meeting will be at San Ramon City Hall, 7000 Bollinger Canyon Road.

For more information on the district election process and to view the letter from Bay Area Voting Rights Initiative, go to San Ramon’s district election webpage at www.sanramon.ca.gov/residents/district_elections.

In addition, San Ramon has created an email residents can write to for more information: DistrictElections@SanRamonGov.ca.gov.
Firm’s plan to build fish processing plant on Bethel Island opposed by residents

Global Quality Foods still might set up organic compost site

A firm that planned to build a fish-processing plant on Bethel Island will go back to the drawing board after residents there gave its proposal a resounding thumbs down.

The proposed plant could bring a number of jobs to this unincorporated far East Contra Costa County community, but neighbors said they were worried it could also create odor, traffic and water contamination problems.

Hayward-based Global Quality Foods has proposed a 30,000-square-foot fish processing plant, a 5,000-square-foot fish nursery, 100 acres of saltwater fish ponds, 168 acres of orchards, 20 acres of fish compost and six semi-trailer truck docks on the Delta island known mainly for its boating and recreational activities. The operation on the 436-acre parcel would be bordered by Bethel Island, Canal and portions of Taylor roads.

The company sought comments on the project from about a dozen agencies before taking its land-use request to Contra Costa County. But, at a crowded meeting last week, the Bethel Island Municipal Advisory Council unanimously took a position against the project after listening to the...
concerns and objections of about 80 residents. Its vote is an advisory one and the Contra Costa Board of Supervisors has final say.

Global Quality Foods minority owner Jeff Hall, along with other company representatives, presented what he called a “vision for a small family business” that would be “healthy, natural, organic, good for the earth.”

Advisory council members weren’t swayed.

“This is an agricultural piece of property,” council Vice Chairman Mark A. Whitlock Sr. said. “I don’t see this as a (fish) processing plant. This property was used for grazing cattle since the beginning of time.”

The proposal calls for the raising, harvesting and/or processing of imported and domestic seafood including crab and other shellfish as well as various fin-fish such as white sturgeon, which would be raised in saltwater ponds on site.

But some advisory council members and residents questioned whether the saltwater would contaminate groundwater, which most island residents draw from wells to drink.

“Any seepage of that saltwater into the ground will have some effect on our water quality,” Whitlock said. “If the saltwater was leaking into the (nearby) canal, we could really have a problem.”

Traffic from trucks hauling in crabs and other shellfish as early as 4 a.m. also was disconcerting, he said.

Resident Pat Ziobro, whose property is just across from the proposed project, cited other quality-of-life issues. Since she first learned about the project, the 18-year island resident and former chemist has been leading a social media campaign against it.

Ziobro’s home looks out to fields and grazing cattle, but that view would become a 20-acre compost site if the project proceeds.

“It will drive away our recreational and tourism, it will hurt visitors and businesses,” she said in an interview this week.

Ziobro, a retired district director for the San Francisco office of the Food and Drug Administration, also was concerned about potential odors from the processing operation.

“I have been inside fish processing plants and they stink,” she said.

“It’s not the right kind of industry for here,” she added. “It should be way out in the boonies where it is not going to impact businesses, recreation and residents.”
But Hall said the company planned on using only a small percentage of fish in the compost, a portion of the project it still hopes to pursue. It is also looking into composting the troublesome water hyacinth, which has clogged Delta waterways and been difficult to dispose of, he said.

“When you compost food waste, there is a problem with the odor,” he said in a phone interview. “We are not going to process food waste, only 2 to 3 percent of fish, a very small percentage. Mostly we want to compost green waste.”

Hall, who said he has helped start more than 700 small businesses in Contra Costa County during his career, said Global Foods heard all the concerns, “took them to heart,” and on Thursday decided to revamp the project.

“They were really into providing a healthy, organic food product,” Hall said of Global Quality Foods, which recently purchased the certified organic land with dreams of creating a sustainable agricultural project.

“We understand residents don’t want the fish processing, but if we grew fish there, we could supply organic fish to the restaurants there,” he said. “We wouldn’t do any fish processing on the island. We are trying to be as accommodating and reasonable as possible.”

Hall said the company’s goal is “to be organic,” and it may even consider adding a community garden along with the compost operation and orchards.

“The idea is you take from the earth and give back to the earth,” he said.

After hearing complaints, Hall said company officials want to reconnect with the community to learn more about what residents would like to see on the property. They hope to form a committee of concerned residents to consider ideas for the land, he said.

“There were two different perspectives and they collided and we learned that we have to change,” Hall said. “We want to take that land and create valuable resources for the agriculture industry around us — organic and good for human health — no chemicals, no herbicides.”

Global Quality Foods is a multimillion-dollar company with annual revenues estimated at $26 million. Its Hayward facility retails fresh, frozen and cured meats and fish products in a 10,000-square-foot plant that employs 30.
Lake Mendocino now can hold 22 billion gallons of water, most since its creation in 1958

Heavy rains this week left Lake Mendocino, the North Bay region’s second-largest reservoir, with an extra 2 billion gallons of water that until now officials would have been obliged to release into the Russian River and eventually the Pacific Ocean.

With less than an inch of rain expected over the weekend and a subsequent long dry spell beginning next week, the Army Corps of Engineers plans to retain the water, enough for nearly 50,000 people for a year.

“We’re in new territory,” said Nick Malasavage, chief of operations and readiness at the Army Corps office in San Francisco. “We’re excited.”

Officials at Sonoma Water, the agency that delivers Russian River water to 600,000 Sonoma and Marin county residents, are equally pleased.

“Mother Nature is cooperating with us,” said Jay Jasperse, the agency’s chief engineer.

They are happy because this winter — for the first time since the Coyote Valley Dam was built in 1958, creating Lake Mendocino near Ukiah — they can hold more than 68,400 acre feet (22 billion gallons) of water for future use by fish, farmers and residents.

Thanks to a $10 million program that blends high-tech weather forecasting with novel computer programming, the Army Corps has the latitude to retain an additional 11,650 acre feet of water, and Lake Mendocino has now impounded a little more than half that much.

If a drenching storm were on the near horizon, dam operators would be releasing water now to maintain capacity for flood control, the dam’s primary mission. Malasavage said the Army Corps checks National Weather Service five-day forecasts twice a day, and the high-tech program — called Forecast Informed Reservoir Operation, or FIRO — provides a 15-day weather outlook.

On Friday, he said, the forecasts indicated “there is no need to release the water.”

Accuweather, a private forecasting service used by The Press Democrat, predicts that Monday will be the start of 12 straight dry days with temperatures in the low- to mid-60s.
The idea behind FIRO is to get through the rainy season with as much water as possible in Lake Mendocino.

The program sprang from the hard lesson learned in 2012 and 2013, when reservoir inflow from a major storm in December was released, per the rules. Unfortunately, the storm marked the start of a prolonged drought that dropped Lake Mendocino to a mere 25,000 acre feet a year later.

You can reach Staff Writer Guy Kovner at 707-521-5457 or guy.kovner@pressdemocrat.com. On Twitter @guykovner.
Union Heights developer Richard Ferreira continued his years-long pressure on the county to provide services to County Service Area (CSA) 35 at the Jan. 15 meeting of the San Benito County Board of Supervisors. He also questioned Resource Management Agency Director John Guertin’s qualifications.

Ferreira was involved in drafting the agreement to form CSA 35 for Union Heights in the mid-1990s and has been at odds with the county since 2009, urging that the local government live up to its agreement which includes providing road, lighting and landscape maintenance.

During public comment at the supervisors’ Jan. 15 meeting, Ferreira said he obtained from the county clerk’s office a copy of the agreement between CSA 35 and San Benito County for services to be provided to the gated community. He said he provided copies of the agreement to most of the supervisors and questioned why Guertin did not do this himself.

“Wouldn’t any RMA director with just the basic qualifications for the job be the first thing he would do if presented with the same problems?” Ferreira asked.

According to Ferreira, CSA 35 Union Heights submitted multiple written requests to the RMA for maintenance to be scheduled for February 2018, but it did not receive a response. And according to a timeline submitted to supervisors, Ferreira made several calls requesting work in September 2017, and a response was delayed. When the RMA did respond, the timeline showed the work requests were not approved.

“Not long after my first encounter with the RMA [director] I questioned his qualifications,” Ferreira continued. “I’ve openly questioned his qualifications many times since.”

Ferreira also said that a Dec. 11 report to supervisors by Precision Civil Engineering, Inc. on inactive CSAs completely excluded CSA 35 from its review. (The San Benito County Local Agency Formation Commission (LAFCO) initiated the dissolution of 11 inactive CSAs at its Jan. 10 regular meeting.)

An Aug. 6, 1996 agreement between San Benito County and CSA 35 states that the county will maintain and repair the roadway and provide street lighting services through CSA-collected monies. It also allows for the placement of a gate at the entrance to Union Heights as long as it allows access to emergency vehicles.
The agreement was unanimously approved by the Board of Supervisors at the time.

“As I stated before, I told the RMA multiple times that agreement existed,” Ferreira said.

Ferreira went on to tell supervisors on Jan. 15 that he explained to Guertin the CSA was fully funded through a special tax. Guertin’s response at the time, according to Ferreira, was that he didn’t care and stated that he could use county funds any way he wanted, and that the county was not obligated to perform any work in gated communities.

Saying he has spent two years pointing out the existence of the documents to the supervisors, Ferreira said Guertin’s actions have resulted in damage to Union Heights properties and roads from lack of maintenance.

Guertin did not comment at the Jan. 15 meeting. However, he did speak after Precision Civil Engineering’s presentation on Dec. 11, saying there was no excuse for why the county is not providing services to the CSAs. He also said he was trying to “find solutions within the laws and regulations” for the gated communities.

“We’re not making recommendations on the gated community right now because it’s a complex issue,” Guertin said at the time.

CSAs are great when run properly, which CSA 35 was for 20 years, according to Ferreira.

The actions taken by Guertin, Ferreira said, have consequences.

“For the county, it has left you exposed and liable for failure to maintain the property as per the agreements,” Ferreira said.

CSAs were created in the 1950s to “fund the long-term and maintenance of public infrastructure within specific communities that the county would not otherwise be able to fund through traditional sources” like property, sales or fuel taxes, according to the county website.
East Bay Times

January storms added 580 billion gallons of water to California reservoirs

After lackluster November and December, 2019 rains have boosted water supplies and Sierra snow pack to normal levels

By Paul Rogers | progers@bayareanewsgroup.com |
PUBLISHED: January 23, 2019 at 6:00 am | UPDATED: January 23, 2019 at 11:13 am

Storms that soaked California during the first half of January did more than bring tons of snow to Sierra Nevada ski resorts. They also significantly boosted the state’s water supplies.

Over the three weeks from Jan. 1 until this Tuesday, 47 key reservoirs that state water officials closely monitor added 580 billion gallons of water, according to an analysis by this newspaper. That’s as much water as about 9 million people use in a year.

Nearly all of the major reservoirs around California are now at or above their historical averages for this time of year, swelled by runoff that continues to pour in from brimming creeks, rivers and rising water tables.

Meanwhile, the statewide Sierra Nevada snow pack, which provides about one-third of California’s water, on Tuesday was at 114 percent of normal, up from just 69 percent on Jan. 1.

“January brought us some good snow and precipitation,” said Chris Orrock, a spokesman for the state Department of Water Resources. “We’re hoping for more of the same in February and March.”

How much water has been captured? Shasta Lake near Redding, the state’s largest reservoir, at 35 miles long, has risen 25 feet since Jan. 1, and is now 61 percent full, or 92 percent of its historical average for this time of year. Closer to the Bay Area, San Luis Reservoir between Gilroy and Los Banos has risen 15 feet over the past three weeks, and is now 82 percent full, or 109 percent of its historical average.

The combined storage in the 47 key reservoirs, which include critical components of California’s water supply like Shasta Lake, Folsom, Hetch Hetchy and San Luis Reservoir, has expanded from 15.96 million acre feet on New Year’s Day to 17.74 million acre feet now. Each acre foot is enough water to flood an acre of land a foot deep, or 325,851 gallons.

To be sure, the rain has stopped. Dry, balmy weather is forecast over the next week from the Bay Area to Los Angeles, with more rain possible the first few days of February. This month’s wet weather could give way to sunny, warm conditions through the rest of the winter.
But for now, the powerful atmospheric river storm that roared in from the Pacific Ocean last week, following other storms and dumping half a foot of rain in some places, and five feet of snow in the Sierra, has washed away a disappointing November and December. The trend is boosting the spirits of water managers, whose memories are still fresh of California’s brutal five-year drought from 2012 to 2017. Across the Bay Area, water agencies say their supplies are in good shape, and they are not expecting summer shortages.

“It looks like a normal winter now. And normal is good,” said Toby Goddard, water conservation manager for the city of Santa Cruz. “January has been a nice boost.”

Loch Lomond Reservoir, the main storage source for Santa Cruz, was 95 percent full on Tuesday afternoon, having gone up 7 feet since Jan. 1, when it was 83 percent full.

In the East Bay, the seven reservoirs owned by the East Bay Municipal Utility District, which serves 1.5 million people in Alameda and Contra Costa counties, were 81 percent full.

“We’re very happy to be where we are,” said Nelsy Rodriguez, a spokeswoman for East Bay MUD.

Nearby, Los Vaqueros Reservoir, the biggest lake owned by the Contra Costa Water District, which provides water to 500,000 people, was 93 percent full Tuesday.

In the North Bay, the seven reservoirs owned by the Marin Municipal Water District were 95 percent full, up from 72 percent on Jan. 1, with five spilling over this week.

And in Santa Clara County, groundwater levels in the northern part of the county have recovered to pre-drought conditions, and in the agriculturally heavy South County are nearly there, said Marty Grimes, a spokesman for the Santa Clara Valley Water District.
The district’s 10 reservoirs were 42 percent full Tuesday, up from 24 percent on New Year’s Day, and 84 percent of the historical average. But Grimes noted that the district through the year lowers its reservoirs to recharge groundwater, a system that most other Bay Area water agencies don’t have.

“There’s a lot of winter left to go, but at this point, our early prediction is that we’ll end the year with good groundwater levels, which means we wouldn’t have any water shortages in the summer,” he said.

The district continues to ask for voluntary 20 percent conservation from 2013 water use totals. Last year, county residents achieved 19 percent.

This week is an important winter milestone, water experts say.

On average, half of California’s annual precipitation falls in December, January and February. With that span now half over for this winter season, Jay Lund, director of the Center for Watershed Sciences at UC-Davis, noted that one key water indicator is exactly halfway full.

The eight-station Sierra Nevada Index, a daily report that measures how much precipitation has fallen in eight key watersheds near some of the largest reservoirs in Northern California, has so far received 26 inches this winter, Lund noted. The historical average for a whole year is 52 inches.

“We are on track to average, which is good. The historical average is better than the recent average,” Lund joked, referring to the five-year drought.

Lund noted that one of the state’s primary reservoirs, Oroville, still hasn’t fully recovered from a disaster two years ago. In February, 2017, the spillway at Oroville Dam, the tallest dam in the United States, crumbled during heavy storms, and authorities evacuated 188,000 residents, fearing an uncontrolled release of water.

On Tuesday, despite the lake level having risen 39 feet in the past three weeks, Oroville was only 37 percent full, or 57 percent of its historical average. State officials have kept it low during repairs.

One trend of note this year: Southern California has received significant rain after several years of lagging behind the north. While San Francisco’s rainfall was 87 percent of the historical average through Tuesday, Los Angeles’ was at 147 percent.

There’s plenty of winter left, said Orrock, with the state Department of Water Resources.

“We’re only about halfway through our three wettest months,” he said. “We have to wait and see what Mother Nature brings us for the rest of the winter. The only thing constant about California’s climate is that it’s so variable.”

*Mercury News researcher Leigh Poitinger contributed to this report.*
MOFD board president determined to reverse poor public perception

By Nick Marnell

Rarely does an interviewee ask for more time as the session winds down, but Steven Danziger, high-energy president of the Moraga-Orinda Fire District board of directors, did just that, as he outlined his plans to change the negative perception of the district board. "We as a new board can turn that around," he said.

Danziger has his work cut out for him.

The MOFD board made national news in 2009 for enabling the pension spiking of its retiring fire chief, providing him an annual retirement benefit higher than his salary; five years later, in a rare public spat between government agencies, a Contra Costa County supervisor rebuked the district board, calling MOFD "a perfect example of a special district with a poor governance structure"; in 2018, despite a public plea from town officials to support the Moraga storm drain measure, the MOFD directors could not decide among themselves which way to vote and declined to submit a ballot; and a recently retired district director called the board he served on "dysfunctional."

Then, with a chance to ease public concerns that the firefighters union planned to "take over the fire district" - since the three newly elected, union-supported directors formed a board majority - the board laid to waste years of district tradition and elected Danziger, one of the union-backed directors, as its 2019 president.

"I got a lot of emails on that," Danziger said, and he was not smiling when he said it.

Key to the turnaround that Danziger envisions is accessibility, and he will soon begin holding open public sessions every other Thursday at Si Si Caffe in Moraga. He also plans to urge frequent board member attendance at public meetings. Danziger cited director Michael Donner, who attended the Jan. 10 meeting of the Local Agency Formation Commission. "It was the first time we've seen anyone from MOFD in more than five years," said Lou Ann Texiera, LAFCO executive officer.

Danziger listed visibility and responsiveness as further components to the board turnaround. "The chief is out there a lot," he said, referring to the intense outside schedule that Fire Chief Dave Winnacker keeps. "We need to support him and see how the public is responding."

Also in need of support are the firefighters, said Danziger, who worked for many years as an administrator in the Oakland Fire Department. "Oakland firefighters were always looked at as heroes. Here, they don't get that same treatment," he said, though wary MOFD stakeholders will be quick to call out the board if it goes too far in support of the rank and file.

The bottom line is simply that Danziger and his fellow MOFD directors will be evaluated on how successfully they carry out the mission of the board, as stated on the district website: To provide strategic leadership, policy and direction as well as fiscal oversight.

"Give us a chance," said Danziger, still sensitive to the mixed public reaction over his election as board president. "Give us time, and we'll show by our actions that we are looking out for the whole district and not just for special interests."

Reach the reporter at: nick@lamorindaweekly.com
North Orinda wildfire evacuation exercise planned for Jan. 26

By Nick Marnell

With information gleaned from the Moraga emergency evacuation exercise in December, and prepared to expand the drill into a larger area and onto a major freeway, the Moraga-Orinda Fire District, in partnership with the Orinda and Moraga police departments, the California Highway Patrol and the Lamorinda Community Emergency Response Team, will conduct a second Lamorinda wildfire evacuation exercise in north Orinda on Saturday, Jan. 26.

At 7 a.m. that day a Community Warning System alert will be sounded to participating residents of the Sleepy Hollow, Dalewood-Orinda Downs and Upper Miner Road neighborhoods. Evacuees will travel from their homes to the intersection of Miner Road and Lombardy Lane. From there, law enforcement and CERT volunteers will direct traffic along Miner, which will be closed to eastbound traffic and all lanes converted to westbound only, to Camino Pablo. Evacuees will drive southbound on Camino Pablo to the Highway 24 on ramps. All roads will reopen and revert to normal driving patterns by 8 a.m.

The Moraga Country Club area was chosen as the site for the December evacuation because of its relatively small size, the cooperation from the MCC homeowners association and because the country club has only one way in and one way out. The drill included 360 residents, 120 cars and 74 CERT members - the largest turnout of the group ever, according to Fire Chief Dave Winnacker. The exercise continued along Moraga Way to the Glorietta Boulevard intersection.

The north Orinda drill will encompass three major zones, with 1,400 homes having been notified of the evacuation exercise.

As traffic will be routed to Highway 24, the drill will provide information on what the on ramps would look like during an evacuation. "That is the critical juncture," Winnacker said. "We will work with our partners at the CHP to facilitate the rapid exit from the district through the use of those on ramps."

Once north Orinda evacuees arrive at Camino Pablo during the Jan. 26 drill, those in the right lane will be directed to Highway 24 westbound with drivers in the left lane directed eastbound. "The idea is to get folks onto the freeway and out of the district," Winnacker said. "We're not worried about where you're trying to get. We're only concerned about getting you out of the district."

Drivers should also note that, according to Orinda Police Chief Mark Nagel, when police officers are directing traffic, drivers must follow their instructions, even if the instructions conflict with traffic lights or signs.

Those who have yet to sign up for the Jan. 26 evacuation exercise should go to https://sites.google.com/view/orinda-evacuation-exercise/home. Winnacker urges all district residents to register for alerts from the Contra Costa County Community Warning System at cwsalerts.com.

Wildfire evacuations are complex procedures, with law enforcement directing residents out of the burning area as fire personnel and apparatus are storming in, and the data collected in these drills will aid future multiagency efforts. Observers will be posted along the evacuation route to record time, the number of vehicles, and identify areas subject to congestion. Participants will receive an email poll later that day to collect their feedback on the exercise.

Lafayette plans to conduct its own evacuation drill in March, according to Ben Aldritt, chief of police. "Initial thoughts are the Springhill or Happy Valley areas," he said. The chief said he will sit down with Dennis Rein, Lamorinda emergency preparedness coordinator, and lay out the parameters based on what was learned in the Moraga and Orinda drills.

Reach the reporter at: nick@lamorindaweekly.com
Lafayette’s divisive Deer Hill housing proposal is back — again

Developer’s original 2011 plan for 315 apartments on 22-acre site will be the subject of public hearings in spring.

A proposed housing development site along Deer Hill Road is photographed on Wednesday, March 7, 2018 in Lafayette, Calif. (Aric Crabb/Bay Area News Group)

By Jon Kawamoto | jkawamoto@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay Area News Group
PUBLISHED: January 24, 2019 at 6:00 am | UPDATED: January 24, 2019 at 12:22 pm

LAFAYETTE — Proposed development of the 22-acre Deer Hill site — the lightning rod of a divisive fight in the community and the subject of a ballot measure rejected by voters last year — is back, with hearings planned for this spring.

The Terraces housing development, first proposed in March 2011, has been marked by controversy and contentiousness from virtually the very beginning. It called for 315 moderately priced apartment units, which alarmed several residents who spoke against the plan at public meetings. Those community concerns led the city and developer to strike a deal in 2013 for a scaled-down version with 44 houses, a community park, an athletic field, playground, a dog park and a parking lot.
In 2016, Save Lafayette, a group of residents opposed to the project, sued the city over the plan, and the lawsuit ended up going to a state appellate court. The court ruled against Lafayette, leading to the City Council’s decision to hold a referendum — called Measure L — on the scaled-down housing plan in June 2018.

Voters rejected Measure L — 54.4 percent of Lafayette voters opposed the housing development and 45.6 percent supported it. In response to the election, on June 15 developer O’Brien Land Company of Menlo Park resubmitted its original application for 315 apartments at the southwest corner of Deer Hill and Pleasant Hill roads near Highway 24.

And a battle is brewing over new Lafayette Councilwoman Susan Candell, the top vote-getter in the November election, who is a vocal critic and staunch opponent of the development.

Bryan Wenter, an attorney with Miller Starr Regalia, which represents O’Brien Land Company, has written the city on repeated occasions since the November election, calling for Candell to recuse herself from anything to do with the Deer Hill development.

Candell, when contacted as to whether she has decided whether to recuse herself, replied, “Nothing yet.”

In addition, Lafayette just updated its Terraces website, including posting detailed letters and emails from the developer and its attorney, as well as from the Save Lafayette group that led the opposition to Measure L in June 2018.

“The updated web page is there to help inform discussions around the project and by including all project documentation, we want to ensure that the process is completely transparent and public,” said Lafayette city spokesman Jeffrey Heyman.
Heyman said no date had been set for the public hearings on the development, but they would be held in the spring.

In a Nov. 30 letter, Wenter wrote, with 14 attachments, “the unequivocally-expressed bias of newly elected City Council member Susan Candell with respect to the project,” and said she has been “a long, frequent and ardent adversary” and is “irretrievably biased against the project. In addition, she has made clear she also holds material animosity to our clients.”

On her campaign website, Candell said her “intense civic involvement began five years ago with the Deer Hill project, first as 315 apartments then with 44 homes.”

Wenter has repeated his request for Candell’s recusal in letters dated Dec. 5, Jan. 9 and, most recently, on Jan. 14.

In a Jan. 17 letter, Save Lafayette’s Michael Griffiths said Wenter’s letters “misstates or distorts the activities of council member Candell.”

“In presenting its objections to council member Candell, even if valid, O’Brien ignores the role of three other elected council members who were key participants and leaders in the Measure L campaign,” Griffiths wrote.

Of the five council members serving at the time of the June 2018 election, all but one — former council member Ivor Samson — endorsed Measure L. Then-Mayor Don Tatzin, then-Vice Mayor and current Mayor Cameron Burks, council member Mike Anderson and the late council member Mark Mitchell all endorsed the measure.

“The result, of course, is that four, and possibly five, of the (current and previous) council members have potential conflicts and a probability or appearance of bias on the grounds originally asserted by O’Brien,” Griffiths wrote in his letter. “This results in the absence of a quorum or ability to conduct business and hearings on O’Brien and the Deer Hill property.”

Griffiths wrote, “The O’Brien challenge to council member Candell is of no effect.”
**East Bay Times**

**Concord kicks into next step of possible downtown soccer stadium project**

(Courtesy of Google Maps)

An aerial view of a 3-acre vacant property near the downtown Concord BART station where developer Mark Hall has proposed building a professional soccer stadium for his United Soccer League East Bay franchise.

By Annie Sciacca | asciacca@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay Area News Group
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CONCORD — Professional soccer could get a toehold here.

An 18,000-seat soccer stadium would be the main attraction in an ambitious downtown development that got a boost this week, along with a convention center, hotels, retail, housing and office space.

The Concord City Council voted 4-1 Tuesday, with Laura Hoffmeister dissenting, to authorize staff to enter into an initial exclusive negotiating agreement with Walnut Creek developer Mark Hall to explore the feasibility of such a project.

Of the roughly 33 acres that Hall wants to use, about 20 percent is city-owned, consisting of about four sites near the Concord police station and the BART station. The rest of the land is owned by BART.
The agreement would allow Hall’s company, Hall Equities Group, to work with Concord to assess the costs and other details and discuss the proposal with BART.

“BART wants to see support from Concord,” Hall said in an interview Tuesday night. His firm has talked briefly with BART staff and directors, Hall said, but it has not formally approached the BART board or submitted a proposal.

Hall’s firm, Hall Sports Ventures, acquired the rights for an East Bay franchise of the United Soccer League, a Division II professional league, in 2017. The proposed stadium would house that team and host other sporting events, concerts and a myriad of performances. The vision includes a convention center, two or three hotels, office space, retail and housing, Hall said.

He declined Tuesday night to give an estimate of the total cost of the project, although he said last year the price could reach $750 million.

The exclusive negotiating agreement will require Hall to deposit $100,000 to cover feasibility studies and any staff or consultant time used for the exploration.

Roughly 20 people spoke during the meeting’s public comment period, most of them against the project. Many said the city needs to focus on affordable housing instead. Speakers also said the city should have done more to get public input on the site’s potential use, including reaching out to affordable housing developers.

“We have a tremendous housing crisis in Concord,” Debra Ballinger Bernstein, executive director of nonprofit Monument Impact, said in an interview before Tuesday’s meeting. “I really believe in the adage that public land should be for public good and with public input. There has been no public input. … We need affordable housing.”

Others expressed similar statements during the public comment period.

“This is involving public land,” said Concord resident Laura Nakamura. “Last I checked, we are in a housing crisis, not a stadium crisis.”

Hall pointed out the project does include a significant housing component, noting that “well over half” of the land would be dedicated for residences, compared to only about seven acres for a stadium.

Some people also questioned how economically beneficial a stadium would be to the surrounding businesses, considering there won’t be a lot of games and that fans tend to go straight to and from stadiums without frequenting nearby restaurants or other businesses.

Among the few people who expressed support for the project were BART District 1 Director Debora Allen and Assemblymember Tim Grayson, a Concord resident.
“A creative group of people are exploring bringing this project to our community,” Allen said. “It’s more than a stadium. … There is housing and there are other types of buildings and structures and potential uses being explored.”

She noted that at least 35 percent of housing built on BART land must be affordable under state law.

Grayson urged the council to “gather all the facts” through the negotiating agreement before deciding whether to approve or reject the project.

Council members acknowledged the concerns expressed about creating more housing and traffic congestion but decided it’s worth exploring the project’s viability.

“I can live with a stadium if I can get the housing,” Councilmember Edi Birsan said of the plan. Both Birsan and Vice Mayor Tim McGallian said they do not want to see the city spend any money on the project, however.

Mayor Carlyn Obringer called the project exciting, particularly the convention center. She urged the community and fellow council members to consider the economic development opportunity for the downtown area, which is at risk of being neglected when the Concord Naval Weapons Station land is redeveloped.

Councilmember Dominic Aliano similarly noted the project would bring jobs to the area, turning Concord from a bedroom community into a place to “live, work and play.”

Hoffmeister, who cast the only no vote, applauded Hall’s idea but said the location isn’t ideal.

“I don’t think this is the right location for it,” Hoffmeister said, adding that the negotiating agreement would send the city down a “slippery slope” toward a flawed project.

The potential development could require a change to the city’s general plan — the guiding document for future development.

“Do we want to change the vision for our downtown? I haven’t heard an uprising of ‘yes,’ and I see this as a change of vision,” Hoffmeister said. A stadium could attract street vendors and more homeless people, she added, and the development would create low-wage retail, restaurant and hospitality jobs. “I’m looking for jobs that provide higher wages.

The initial exclusive negotiating agreement will last 18 months, at which point the city could enter into an exclusive negotiating agreement to further define the project.
Borenstein: Stop deepening Bay Area transportation, housing crisis

Tired of subsidizing irresponsible billionaires? Here’s a plan to provide more housing in the right places

By Daniel Borenstein | dborenstein@bayareanewsgroup.com | Bay Area News Group
PUBLISHED: January 29, 2019 at 5:10 am | UPDATED: January 29, 2019 at 8:43 am

Here’s an idea to address the Bay Area’s transportation and housing crisis: Stop making it worse.

Since the Great Recession, the Bay Area has added 722,000 jobs but constructed only 106,000 housing units.

Little wonder rents and home prices have soared – and even people with jobs live in cars or on the streets. Little wonder freeways are gridlocked and commuter trains are packed.

It’s time to stop digging this housing deficit hole deeper. We need more housing. But we need it in the right places.

Bay Area cities with housing shortfalls – San Francisco, Cupertino, Menlo Park and Palo Alto, for example – should stop adding more buildings for jobs unless they provide commensurate new housing.
Conversely, areas with serious job deficits – East Contra Costa is the poster child – should be barred from adding new housing without new places for residents to work.

Here’s the fundamental problem: San Francisco and most of Silicon Valley generally have more jobs than workers living there. The East Bay has more workers than jobs.

Consequently, our freeways and public transit systems overflow in the morning with commuters headed toward San Francisco and Silicon Valley. In the evening, the crush runs in the opposite direction.

And the intra-county imbalance between jobs and housing exacerbates the gridlock. For example, in Santa Clara County, while Palo Alto imports workers every morning, San Jose exports them.

We keep raising taxes to increase commute capacity, but long-term that’s an exorbitantly costly fool’s errand – especially when we ignore underutilized capacity in the counter-commute direction. We are only making the situation worse.

The key is to put jobs next to housing and housing next to jobs.

That won’t happen on its own. Our convoluted property and sales tax systems discourage housing construction. So, this will require action by the Legislature and Gov. Gavin Newsom.

What’s needed are rules that prohibit cities with housing deficits from approving commercial and office buildings unless they also approve new housing for employees who would work in those buildings.

And in cities with severe job deficits, the rules should be reversed. Residential development approvals should require construction of commensurate facilities for jobs.
Before business leaders, especially from tech companies, and local politicians howl about killing economic growth and impinging on local control, they should admit that they’re a big part of the problem.

They should recognize that current unaffordable housing prices and ridiculous commutes already threaten to undermine the long-term success of the region.

And they should acknowledge the obvious, that companies keep expanding – and local governments keep letting them – without meaningful regard for providing adequate housing.

For example, Cupertino, even before the opening of the massive new Apple campus, had 1.5 jobs for every member of the labor force who lives in the city, according to 2016 U.S. Census data compiled by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission. Palo Alto had 2.8 jobs per worker; Santa Clara and Mountain View had about 1.7 jobs per worker; and San Francisco had 1.3.

Conversely, in the South Bay, San Jose, with a 0.8 ratio of jobs to workers, needs more employers. In the East Bay, the same goes for Oakland, at just below 0.9 – that’s nine jobs for every 10 residents in the workforce.

And, in East Contra Costa County, the cities of Pittsburg, Antioch, Oakley and Brentwood should be prohibited from approving more housing. They have a combined ratio of 0.4 – just four jobs for every 10 residents in the workforce.

It’s absurd. For more than four decades, leaders of those four cities, backed by politically powerful developers, have tried to convince voters that if they keep building residential homes the jobs would follow. It’s not going to happen.

As for cities with job surpluses, state mandates requiring commensurate housing would force employers wanting new space to partner with housing developers to ensure homes are built. Or, better yet, those employers might opt to locate where workers already live.

Either way it would ease future stress on our transportation systems – and environment. As a taxpayer, I’m tired of paying for more road and transit expansions to meet the needs of multi-billion-dollar companies that refuse to do the responsible thing.

Some caveats to the housing mandate: The affordability of the required housing should be matched to likely jobs that would fill the new offices and commercial centers. And, to encourage public transit use, the mandates might include leeway for homes or business construction near commuter rail stations or existing major bus corridors.

Local and state leaders understand the Bay Area faces a housing crisis. Unfortunately, solutions under discussion are incremental steps that don’t address the fundamental problem: Not only have we failed to build enough housing, we’ve also failed to put it near jobs.

It’s time to fix that.
Have what it takes for this ‘dream job’ on an island in the San Francisco Bay?

Perks include free room and board and living in a historic light station

RICHMOND, CA – JAN. 27: The historic East Brother Light Station, a fixture off the coast of Richmond, Calif. for 146 years, shines in the morning light, Sunday, Jan. 27, 2019. (Karl Mondon/Bay Area News Group)
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RICHMOND — It sounds too good to be true: Get paid around $130,000 to live for free in a Victorian lighthouse on a private island in the bay.

But, of course, there’s a catch.

The historic East Brother Light Station off the coast of Richmond in the San Pablo Strait is seeking two new innkeepers, preferably a couple, to take over running the bed and breakfast there come May. Job applications are due by the end of the month.

But applicants beware: It’s no walk in the park. For the privilege of 360-degree bay views, there’s coffee to make and breakfast to serve on the four days guests share the island, a short history lesson to deliver and a historic fog horn to bring to life. There are guests to ferry back to the mainland, beds to turn, rooms to clean, and a four-course dinner to prep before fetching the next round of guests. Then there’s champagne to pour, hors-d’oeuvres to pass, dinner to serve and dishes to wash.
Days “off” are no less full. The innkeepers haul laundry back to Richmond for washing, perform a deep cleaning of the historic property, do small maintenance jobs, plan menus and stock up on provisions for the next four nights of service. It can be chaotic at times, said Che Rodgers, who’s been running the inn with his partner, Jillian Meeker, for the past two years.

“It’s never boring,” she said. And, even though they’d never trade what they call an experience of a lifetime, they’re ready to leave.

They had applied for the position on a lark while touring New Zealand together in a van, Rodgers said. It was a job uniquely suited to both of their abilities. Meeker had spent four years working at the Old Consulate Inn in Port Townsend, Washington, a Victorian bed and breakfast where employees dress in quasi-period garb and the guests are treated to authentic gourmet meals.

High-quality professional culinary experience is a must, said Richmond Mayor Tom Butt, who also serves as president of the board of directors for the nonprofit that maintains the historic site. The menus change daily, Meeker said, and are tailor-made to guests’ food allergies and diets.

On a recent Sunday, that meant Meeker and Rodgers were planning dinner and breakfast for two pescatarians and one guest who doesn’t eat carbohydrates, a challenging feat to accomplish in the same meal.

One of the pair must also have a Coast Guard’s commercial boat operator’s license, Butt said. That’s where Rodgers’ background was particularly useful. He earned his captain’s license at the tender age of 19, having already spent several years working on a charter fishing boat and sailing classic yachts. Rodgers also studied traditional sail-making and rope rigging, ran sailing schooners and charted small expedition cruise ships, among other jobs at sea.

He has a genuine love of maritime history, and that’s critical for any successful candidate, he said.

“The job is so full-time, it really does require an absolute love for the place and its history,” Rodgers said. “Otherwise, you just get burnt out.”

The light station was built in 1873 as an aid to mariners navigating the rugged 2-mile strait connecting the San Francisco and San Pablo bays. Early lighthouse keepers tended to both the lard oil-fueled light and steam-powered fog signal, the latter of which was replaced in 1934 with a powerful mechanical diaphone horn that Rodgers brings back to life daily to the delight of guests.

But, by the 1960s, automated technology threatened to end the light station’s run. The Coast Guard erected an automatic rotating beacon and decommissioned the keepers, according to a
history of the island by Frank Perry. Local activists, however, lobbied to place the property on the National Register of Historic Places, a designation the site received in 1971.

For the next decade, the building sat derelict, as birds and nature reclaimed the island, a solitude punctuated only by Coast Guard service crew’s periodic checks of the light and electronic fog signal. In the meantime, local activists tried to find another public agency to steward the island, appealing to the National Park Service, the East Bay Regional Parks District and the city of Richmond, Butt said. None had the funds to fix the peeling paint on the buildings’ facades, restore the rusting iron or seal cracks in the cement.

So, a group of locals started a nonprofit instead, organizing hundreds of people to restore the Victorian lighthouse keeper’s home, a small schoolhouse that now serves as the innkeepers’ quarters, the fog horn building, a water cistern and other small outbuildings to their original glory. Some, like Walter Fanning, had personal connections to the site. Fanning’s father had served as a keeper on the island, said Fanning’s daughter, Nancy Fanning, and he remembered playing on the stone walls after World War I when he spent time there as a child.

Later in life, as a woodworker and machinist, Walter Fanning was instrumental in restoring the Victorian trim on the building’s exterior and resurrecting the old diaphone fog signal, she said. They even named the fog signal building after him.

“His personality was such that he wasn’t a gushy kind of guy; the way he showed he cared was to do things for people,” Nancy Fanning said. “And, he did that for the lighthouse.”

Jillian Meeker leads a group of visitors up the steep ramp to the historic East Brother Light Station off the coast of Richmond, Calif., Sunday, Jan. 27, 2019. (Karl Mondon/Bay Area News Group)

It’s a tiny sliver of living history on the bay, one that’s easily overlooked by residents today, said Karen Reutlinger, a recent guest to East Brother. The New England native grew up feeling deeply connected to that region’s maritime history, something that felt rooted in the sea’s
brooding skies, the shrieks of seagulls and smell of salt air. But, living in San Francisco, she said it’s easy to feel removed from that same history here.

Visiting the East Brother Light Station is a way to reconnect, she said.

“I go to bed and don’t think about the history,” Reutlinger said, “But (on the island), you can’t not think about it, because you have the fog horn, you have the birds, you have everything.”
Arizona lawmakers approved a Colorado River drought deal Thursday afternoon, about seven hours before a midnight deadline set by the federal government.

But their hours of rushed work could be overshadowed, as a California irrigation district's demands threaten to delay efforts to finish the Drought Contingency Plan, which aims to protect levels in Lake Mead.

Nevertheless, Arizona officials were eager to meet the midnight deadline set by federal Reclamation Commissioner Brenda Burman.

In a major act of bipartisanship, lawmakers in the Arizona House and Senate voted almost unanimously to approve a plan aimed at stopping reservoirs from plunging to critical levels.
Gov. Doug Ducey and leaders across the state urged swift action on the plan given a 19-year drought that could lead to drastic water cuts for Western states.

The governor was expected to sign the deal shortly after its passage Thursday evening.

**Race to meet deadline, avert risk**

Arizona gets nearly 40 percent of its water from the river. If Lake Mead continue to drop, the state could lose 17 percent of that water, which could have a severe impact on cities, farmers and Indian tribes.

The plan's final approval came after the House and Senate spent the afternoon debating its details. Most lawmakers voted for it, but there were a handful of critics.

Senators voted 27-3 to approve a package of bills that would make possible Arizona's participation, together with California and Nevada, in the Lower Basin plan, which lays out plans for the states to share in water cutbacks between 2020 and 2026.

Meanwhile, lawmakers in the Arizona House of Representatives voted 59-0, with one abstention, to pass the deal around 5 p.m. Thursday evening.

Sen. Sine Kerr, R-Buckeye, said although not everyone is "completely happy," a deal needed to get done. Kerr added that more work is needed to help Pinal County farmers affected by proposed cuts to not "leave them hanging."

"Let this not be a last vote for Pinal agriculture, while (the plan) is done on paper, it's still our responsibility to finish what we say would do," Kerr said.

Sen. Lisa Otondo, D-Yuma, who was sat on the committee of water stakeholders that crafted the deal, said although the plan isn't perfect, that's the nature of such delicate negotiations.

"There's something in there that everyone doesn't like," Otondo said. "But this is not a band-aid, this is not a solution, this is an intervention."

The legislation also includes a package of measures that would outline Arizona's implementation plan for the proposed water cutbacks, which emerged from a series of negotiations over the past seven months.

Lawmakers got the deal done with little time to spare before a midnight deadline.

Bureau of Reclamation Commissioner Brenda Burman gave Arizona and other states until midnight Thursday to act or she could step in and decide what cuts would be necessary to prevent reservoir levels from falling.

Arizona had been the last state to sign onto the plan, though California's Imperial Irrigation District could have the last word.
District officials have demanded federal funding, possibly $200 million, to help restore the badly polluted and fast-drying Salton Sea, according to a report in the Palm Springs Desert Sun.

What does the plan do?

One of the measures grants Department of Water Resources Director Tom Buschatzke the authority to sign the three-state plan on the state's behalf.

The three-state Lower Basin Drought Contingency Plan would reduce the risks of Lake Mead crashing. Nineteen years of drought, rising temperatures and chronic overuse have pushed the reservoir's levels lower and lower.

Sen. Juan Mendez, D-Tempe, one of three senators who opposed the plan, called it a "free-for-all special interest grab bag," and said it was a short-sighted plan that ignored the larger issues of climate change, water scarcity and conservation.

"We owe the environment a better plan," Mendez said, adding that the state's plan should have more to, "better protects our rivers" and "shift to crops that use less water."

"We should be planning for the future now instead of whatever this plan is."

The proposed Drought Contingency Plan wouldn't prevent a first-ever shortage, which is expected to be declared as soon as next year.

But the deal is aimed at preventing a worst-case scenario of continued declines in Lake Mead water levels, which otherwise could lead the reservoir toward a scenario of "dead pool" — at which point water would no longer flow past Hoover Dam.

Arizona's implementation plan focuses on spreading the water cutbacks among entities and lessening the economic blow for farmers in central Arizona who have the lowest priority for water.

The plan provides them "mitigation" water and funding for infrastructure to begin pumping more groundwater.

The plan also involves paying more than $100 million in compensation to other entities that would contribute. Much of the money would go toward paying for water from the Gila River Indian Community and the Colorado River Indian Tribes.

The legislation includes several tweaks to state law, such as a loosening of some provisions of Arizona's groundwater management rules, to make the plan work.

If signed, the plan would represent a temporary fix on top of the existing rules for managing shortages, and would be in force until 2026. The three-state agreement has been in discussion for the past several years.
The four states in the Upper Colorado River Basin — Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming — approved their Drought Contingency Plan in December.

What happens next?

The process and timeline for signing the Drought Contingency Plan remains unclear.

Central Arizona Project General Manager Ted Cooke has suggested that once the legislation passes and is signed by Gov. Doug Ducey, finalizing the three-state plan may still take more time.

That's because the proposed resolution grants Buschatzke authority to sign on Arizona's behalf provided two other steps occur: Congress should authorize the federal Interior secretary to enter into the agreement, and all parties in other states must have authorization to sign.

Cooke said he expects there will be an uncertain "separation of time" between the passage of Arizona's legislation and the signing.
It’s Deadline Day For Arizona’s Debate Over Colorado River Drought Plan

By The Associated Press Jan 31, 2019

Arizona lawmakers face a Thursday deadline to let the state join a drought plan for the Colorado River or risk blowing up a compromise years in the making for the seven states that draw water from the constrained river.

Arizona is the only state that requires legislative approval to join the agreement, which will require the states to take less water from the river in hopes of keeping major reservoirs from reaching catastrophically low levels.

The Legislature's approval would be the final puzzle piece that avoids potentially more severe cutbacks imposed by the federal government. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation director Brenda Burman has said she's facing pressure from other states to limit Arizona's water deliveries without a complete drought plan. Arizona has the junior rights to river water and would be hit first and hardest if Lake Mead on the state's border with Nevada drops to shortage levels.

Burman set a Jan. 31 deadline for all parties to agree to voluntary cutbacks before she'll begin proceedings to impose them.

The river serves 40 million people in Wyoming, Colorado, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada and California.
In Arizona, most residents would not see an impact from the cutbacks, which would primarily hit farmers in Pinal County between Phoenix and Tucson, who have the lowest-priority access to Colorado River water and stand to lose the most.

The Arizona legislation is the product of months of negotiations between major water users in the state, who agreed to reduce their own water take in exchange for cash or access to groundwater in the future. The farmers, who reluctantly supported the agreement, said the agreement would still require them to fallow as much as 40 percent of the county's farmland.

Arizona water officials say joining the agreement is critical to the state's water future.

"The drought is real, and there's less water in the river," Dennis Patch, chairman of the Colorado River Indian Tribes, told lawmakers this week. "We can see it. We must all take a realistic view of this river and realize it does not have as much water as it used to."

Gov. Doug Ducey, who pushed hard for the plan and deemed it the No. 1 priority for lawmakers this year, urged support Thursday for the plan.

"Today is the day," he said on Twitter. "It’s time to ratify the Drought Contingency Plan."

Opposition came from Sen. Juan Mendez, who characterized the deal as a giveaway to interest groups that promotes unsustainable water policy, ignores climate change and doesn't address the fact that Arizona will have less water in the future.

"It's really hard to see this as anything other than an effort to keep the value in the land for development and special interests," said Mendez, a Tempe Democrat who was the only lawmaker to vote against the plan during committee hearings this week. "We owe the environment a better plan."

Lawmakers are considering two measures. One would allow Arizona to join the multi-state agreement. The other includes a variety of measures to help the Pinal County farmers. Those include $9 million for the farmers to drill wells, dig ditches and build other infrastructure needed for them to change from the river to groundwater. Tucson would get more groundwater credits for treated wastewater, allowing the city to pump more in the future in exchange for providing water to Pinal farmers.
The drought plan requires Arizona to find a way to reduce its use of Colorado River water by up to 700,000 acre-feet — more than twice Nevada's yearly allocation under the drought plan. An acre-foot is enough for one to two households a year.

Colorado, Wyoming, Utah and New Mexico had their plans done in December. If Arizona's proposal collapses and the federal government steps in, those states could put some of their plans in motion to meet their obligation to other states, water managers said. That includes sending water from reservoirs upstream of Lake Powell on the Arizona-Utah line to keep it from dropping so low that water could not be delivered to Lake Mead.
A top federal water official announced Friday that because California and Arizona haven't finished Colorado River drought plans, the Interior Department is asking the governors of all seven states that rely on the river for recommendations on how to prevent reservoirs from continuing to drop.

Federal Reclamation Commissioner Brenda Burman said there has been tremendous progress toward a deal, including the Arizona Legislature’s quick passage of drought legislation before a Thursday night deadline. But she said that doesn’t change the fact that the states haven’t completed the Drought Contingency Plan for the river’s lower basin, which aims to reduce the risks of Lake Mead falling to perilously low levels.

“Neither California nor Arizona have completed all of the necessary work,” Burman told reporters on a conference call. “Close isn’t done.”

Her announcement came the day after Arizona’s political leaders hailed the Legislature’s endorsement of the state’s plan for dealing with a shortage on the river. The federal government’s step toward intervention calls those efforts into question and raises the possibility that Washington might end up as the arbiter that metes out water cutbacks across the Southwest.

Even though the federal government is stepping in, the states still could handle the situation on their own — if they act within the next month. Burman said that while the government asks the states for recommendations, the whole process could be called off and the notice could be rescinded if California and Arizona sign the plan.

"If all seven states are able to complete the Drought Contingency Plan before March 4, we will rescind and terminate that request,” Burman said.

Burman had set the Jan. 31 deadline in December while pressing for the states to wrap up the deal. With the agreements not yet finished, the Interior Department submitted a notice to the Federal Register requesting the seven governors’ recommendations “for protective actions Interior should take amid ongoing severe and prolonged drought.”
The federal government plans to accept input from the states for a 15-day period starting March 4. The notice says the Interior Department is considering “potential federal actions to revise Colorado River operations in an effort to enhance and ensure sustainability of Colorado River water supplies for the southwestern United States.”

The three-state Drought Contingency Plan is aimed at preventing Lake Mead, which is now just 40 percent full, from crashing. Nineteen years of drought, rising temperatures and chronic overuse have pushed the reservoir's levels lower and lower.

If the deal is signed, Arizona, California and Nevada would share in water cutbacks during the next seven years. The plan would represent a temporary fix on top of the existing rules for managing shortages, and would be in force until 2026.

The agreement has been in discussion for the past several years. The four states in the Upper Colorado River Basin — Colorado, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming — approved their Drought Contingency Plan in December. The Bureau of Reclamation said “efforts among the Lower Basin states of California and Arizona have delayed DCP completion” past the Jan. 31 deadline set by Burman.

Patrick Ptak, a spokesman for Gov. Doug Ducey’s office, said the deliberations in Arizona are done. He said the state took the necessary action before Burman’s Jan. 31 deadline.

“We met the deadline yesterday with the passage of the legislation,” Ptak told The Arizona Republic. “And now it’s time for California, the lone state that has not passed DCP, to do so.”

In California, water agencies including the Imperial Irrigation District and Coachella Valley Water District failed to meet the deadline to sign on. IID’s board has placed conditions on participating. They’ve said they want to be the last to sign the deal, and they want $200 million in federal funds for projects to control dust and build wetlands around the shrinking Salton Sea.

Burman said even after Arizona’s “giant step” of approving the drought plan in the Legislature, there still are several agreements within Arizona that need to be completed.

“Arizona took a very important step yesterday and I applaud their efforts,” she said. “But we’re not done yet.”

Environmental coverage on azcentral.com and in The Arizona Republic is supported by a grant from the Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust. Follow The Republic environmental reporting team at environment.azcentral.com and at OurGrandAZ on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
The term “Manhattanization” is often wielded in city planning meetings around the U.S. to stoke fear of high prices and displacement that could come from density luxury developments. But Minnesota’s largest city now has urban planners desperately seeking “Minneapolisization.”

In December, the city passed Minneapolis 2040, a comprehensive development plan that promotes density around transit hubs and eliminates single-family-only zoning, enabling triplex developments on lots once reserved for single-family homes.

The move has garnered envious headlines from newspapers in the country's largest cities, questioning why their region can't do something similar.

“[Minneapolis] is trying to get in front of the housing affordability issue before it’s too late, as opposed to getting into a situation where only a select few can afford to live in the city and you wish you had done something 20 years ago,” Minneapolis-based JLL Managing Director Steven Buss said.

In a 12-to-1 vote the Minneapolis City Council approved the master plan, which aims to “eliminate racial disparities, fight climate change, increase transportation options and improve access to jobs.” The city's old single-family zoning was created in the 1960s, when many other U.S. cities were adopting similar measures. Urban planners have since criticized single-family zoning for fostering segregation and enabling urban sprawl.

City officials noted something had to give, as nearly 60% of Minneapolis land fell under single-family zoning, and the city’s population has grown 10% since 2010, its fastest growth rate since 1950.

“We knew that many people who might want to stay in Minneapolis as they age, and leave a single-family home, had very few options,” city of Minneapolis Director of Long Range Planning Heather Worthington wrote in an email. “We also knew that those missing middle properties would be good options for people who were just starting out, or living here early in their housing tenure.”

While the median home price in Minneapolis ($300K) pales in comparison to San Francisco’s ($1.3M), first-time homebuyers are struggling to find available housing stock in the Twin Cities and often compete on offers with downsizing baby boomers.

The master plan’s supporters originally pushed for fourplexes to be allowed on single-family lots, but they compromised with a triplex maximum. City planners and the region’s real estate
community view the measure as a necessary way to tackle affordability with density and grow the city’s housing stock.

“They want to accommodate growth, and they don’t have their head in the sand about the urban population that is growing,” Buss said. “It wasn’t a ban on single-family homes so much as a recognition to have these big swaths of areas zoned for single-family opened up to triplexes. It gives more people access to good, quality neighborhoods.”

The sweeping change in Minneapolis is attributed to the progressive makeup of the City Council, which is composed of 12 Democrats and a member of the Green Party. Similarly progressive parts of the country are hoping to pass their own zoning reform to catalyze more housing development and promote affordability.

Portland, Oregon, is looking to allow fourplexes in single-family zoned neighborhoods. In Seattle, where 75% of residential land is zoned for single-family housing, the City Council is looking to upzone about 6% of single-family zoned areas. A coalition of Greater Boston mayors announced in October 2018 a production target of 185,000 new units of housing by 2030.

In San Francisco, the most expensive housing market in the country where new, dense development is scarce, California state Sen. Scott Wiener is working a bill through his state’s legislature that would eliminate all density restrictions near train stations or high-frequency bus stops.

Wiener’s first attempt, S.B. 827, called for allowing eight-story buildings near major transit stops “even if local communities object” and ultimately failed over opposition from numerous community groups and fears it would lead to resident displacement and gentrification. The senator from San Francisco revived the bill, now named S.B. 50, in December.

The new version includes tenant protections, allows communities to defer implementation to give time to plan for low-income resident protection and has the support of environmental and labor groups who opposed Wiener’s initial bill. While he aims to have a broader coalition the second time around, Wiener recognizes it will take more than his bill to fix California’s urban sprawl.

“There’s no silver bullet,” he said. “This is such a complicated program that has grown for 30 to 40 years because of California’s systematic clamping down on new housing. We’re trying to reverse that, but it can’t happen with one bill overnight.”

The sentiment is echoed in Boston, where Boston Mayor Martin Walsh is targeting 69,000 units of new housing to be created by 2030. Developers struggle to make affordable or middle-market housing pencil out at a time when it can cost as much as $450K to develop a one-bedroom residential unit, so density is the most-utilized housing tool.

Developers have begun to offer micro-units, which are roughly 450 SF for a studio apartment, within greater market-rate projects that also include full-sized units. They still aren’t exactly cheap.

A new micro-unit condo development in the city’s South End neighborhood has an asking price of $489K and up. It is still an affordable alternative compared to the neighborhood median condo price of $975K, according to Zillow. Micro-apartments in Boston’s Seaport District can fetch $2,400/month.
“If you look on a price-per-square-foot basis, it’s often more expensive than a two-bedroom or one-bedroom unit, but, because it’s a smaller unit, it ends up being more affordable,” Colliers International Director of Research Aaron Jodka said. “That appeals to a renter.”

Boston is weighing a variety of other measures to tackle affordability, including removing a minimum square footage restriction on multifamily developments to allow even more micro-unit developments. The city is also pushing for more transit-oriented development and density, but the city’s developers and urban planners have made the same argument as their counterparts in other cities: The housing crisis can’t be solved by the central city alone. The question remains if neighboring communities are listening.

“In some of these towns and communities, you would have to change the way they operate,” Jodka said. “That may not be the identity they want to have for their community.”
Lafayette officials fire back at regional housing recommendations

By Nick Marnell

Lafayette officials largely denounced an action plan developed by a regional committee that would spur housing growth in the Bay Area by raising $1.5 billion annually through revenue sources like a vacancy tax, parcel tax, increased sales tax, gross receipts and head taxes on employers, and the issuance of general obligation bonds.

The Committee to House the Bay Area, known by the acronym CASA and formed by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission, also emboldens state leaders to pass legislation to change the Proposition 13 tax allocation formula to give jurisdictions that provide more housing a higher share of property tax revenue. CASA also urges the state to form a Regional Housing Enterprise to implement and administer the policy recommendations.

The plan, called the CASA Compact, is a 15-year emergency policy package targeted to the Bay Area, and recommends 10 policy changes and five calls for action, including the production of 35,000 housing units a year, of which 21,000 are affordable to lower- and moderate-income households; the preservation of 300,000 affordable housing units; and the protection of 300,000 lower-income households from displacement. The Compact also calls for stiffer tenant protections, minimum transit zoning requirements and the unlocking of public land for affordable housing.

Implementation of the recommendations will "require bills to be passed in Sacramento ... regional ballot measure campaigns in 2020 and beyond ... and every local government in the Bay Area to do their part," according to the Compact.

"This is a very scary document, and it includes things we know do not work," Vice Mayor Mike Anderson said at the Jan. 28 city council meeting. Anderson said that rent control only drives rents higher, and that many of the Compact recommendations would in effect take away local control of zoning and housing.

The vice mayor cited the example of BART zoning requirements. Assembly Bill 2923 allows BART to develop housing on property it owns, but the Compact calls for the zoning to extend to one-quarter mile beyond the BART stations, putting even more pressure on local municipalities - like Lafayette - that are producing housing in compliance with their established development standards.

By suggesting a new quarter-percent sales tax to pay for its recommendations, the Compact may prevent Lafayette from implementing taxes for its own purposes, said Niroop Srivatsa, interim city manager. And she bristled at the extra work the Compact would require of her staff. "We should be spending our time building the housing units instead of on paperwork and bureaucracy," Srivatsa said.

Anderson later expanded on his Compact concerns. "It's a regional effort to influence state legislation, but it's hard to get a grip on where to apply the pressure," he said. Anderson pointed to the high-tech industry, which promised to allow its employees to work from home. "It didn't happen," he said. "You have all of these people driving for miles to their jobs. We need to get these companies to decentralize their operations. They don't need to build Salesforce buildings. Put the work where the people live, and put the jobs where the housing already is."

Anderson added that there are plenty of vacant storefronts in Lafayette.

Mayor Cam Burks expressed misgivings about transparency, including how the Compact ideas were generated and how few people were engaged in the process. Burks also noted that many of the suggested bills are already on the fast track to passage in Sacramento. "It's very troubling," he said.

"All we did was select the three co-chairs and they filled out the rest of the committee," said John Goodwin, MTC spokesman. "It may seem like only a few people, but they represent a diversity of interests and a breadth of experience."

Council members recommended that the Compact become the focus of the April Tri-City meeting, which will be hosted by Lafayette, with MTC representatives available to explain the details of the Compact to
Lamorinda residents.

But with his concerns about proposed legislation already on the way to Sacramento, Burks pushed for an even earlier meeting date, possibly in March. He also made clear that the city should feel no guilt over its own efforts to cope with the housing crisis.

"Lafayette has done and continues to do our part, and a cookie-cutter approach is just not right," Burks said.

Reach the reporter at: nick@lamorindaweekly.com
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Wells elected to California Professional Firefighters executive board

By Nick Marnell

Vince Wells, president of the United Professional Firefighters of Contra Costa County, Local 1230, has been elected the 4th District vice president for the California Professional Firefighters organization. Wells took office Jan. 25.

CPF, the largest statewide organization dedicated exclusively to serving the needs of career firefighters, includes more than 175 local affiliates, representing some 30,000 front line firefighters and paramedics. CPF services include legislative work and advocacy on behalf of the fire service and are directed to members through the leadership of these local affiliates. The 4th District, one of eight in California, comprises the nine-county Bay Area.

An Air Force veteran with more than 20 years in the fire service, Wells has served for 11 years as Local 1230 president. In that role, he represents members from five different agencies, including the Moraga-Orinda Fire District and the Contra Costa County Fire Protection District. Wells, a ConFire captain, led firefighters from both Lamorinda fire districts through their recent labor negotiations.

CPF President Brian Rice noted that Wells has been an active and engaged participant in local and state issues on behalf of firefighters and all working people. "You become an advisor to a lot of fire agencies though the 1230 job," Wells said. "With that experience comes a lot of knowledge that I look forward to passing on to other fire agencies."

Wells said that continuing to secure local funding from state cap-and-trade revenue to advance wildfire protection will be a top goal in his new position. The cap-and-trade program, which began in 2012 and targets greenhouse gas reduction, has brought in billions of dollars of revenue to California.

Reach the reporter at: nick@lamorindaweekly.com